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Introduction 
 
During the winter of 2016/17 work was carried out on the pond area which had become over grown 
and neglected. The work involved removed more than intended by way of vegetation and wildlife 
habitat. The work was carried out broadly in accordance with instructions from the Wildlife Trust 
however a defined specification the work was not drawn up. Following a site visit by concerned parties 
and the Wildlife Trust some subsequent replanting was undertaken. At the time a defined scheme for 
planting was also not developed. Twelve months on from the initial work the pond has regenerated 
to a point where maintenance of the site needs to be undertaken to continue to encourage wildlife to 
thrive. During the summer months Great Crested Newts were recorded at the site and therefore and 
further development work needs to gain approval from the Wildlife Trust for BCN. As a protected 
species it is vital that any development work not only be undertaken in an approved and controlled 
manner but more importantly protect and enhance the habitat requirements for Newts.   
 
Following advice from the Wildlife Trust and associated groups it would appear Great Crested Newts 
thrive best in “weedy ponds”. The environment should include patches of open water along with 
weedy margins and a mixture of open sunny banks interspersed with higher growth vegetation to 
provide refuge from predators. Along with this document is attached a copy of the Great Crested Newt 
Conservation Handbook. This provides detailed information on developing and ongoing maintenance 
and forms the basis for the proposed work.  
 
Scope and Limitations 
 
The maintenance work can broken down into three principal areas and the intention of this 
document to define the scope and limitations for each section. The three areas being:- 
 

1) Clearance of 1/3rd of vegetation and associated slit from the pond  to form clear pools 
2) Management of overgrowth on South side of the East Bank. 
3) Management of the overflow drain from the weir to the river Ise including the creation of an 

access route.    
 
In addition to identifying the proposed packages of work, this document shall also set procedures in 
place with regard to handling and recycling of materials on site. It is the intention that all vegetation 
and slit will be relocated or composted within the area bounded by the overflow drain and the old 
rive course leading down to the river Ise. Therefore no material or wildlife can be inadvertently 
removed from site. 
 
All work shall be carried out in a controlled, sensitive manner and all volunteers will be clearly 
briefed before any work is carried started.  
 
Conservation, Preservation and Enhancement of the environment will be the guiding principles of 
the project.  
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Description the Site 
 
The site is not a natural pond and was originally constructed during the 1970’s as a children’s paddling 
pool. It was created by damming a natural spring and therefore is continually fed with clean water. 
The pool was used for many years before falling into disrepair. 
 
The layout of the area can be seen in Figure 1.The principal feature has been termed a “pond” however 
as it is not a standing body of water it is therefore by definition a (manmade) “stream pool”. As 
mentioned above the “pool” is fed by a natural spring located in the adjacent paddock which is private 
land. Water is piped through a culvert under the foot path where it enters the “pool” at the South 
end. The pool was constructed with a concrete retaining collar to the West which curves round the 
South where it is met by an earth back which forms the Eastern side of the pool.  
 
 

 
At the North end a weir was constructed to restrict the flow of water and to allow a slow moving pool 
of water to form.  Water overflowing the weir runs down a concrete drain for some significant distance 
before it flows in the river Ise. The base of the pond is gravel. 
 
To the West of the site runs a drainage ditch which is the old river course of the Ise.  The old river 
course acts as a drainage ditch and forms the boundary of the dog walking meadow. The area is 
extensively overgrow and forms part of the local wildlife habitat.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 
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Proposed Winter Maintenance 
 
Clearance of 1/3rd of vegetation and associated slit from the pond to form clear pools – During the 
winter of 2016 the pool was extensively cleared of vegetation however the underlying slit was not 
removed. The pool was subsequently replanted in the spring of 2016. The combined effect of is that 
the pool is now in a state where it has regenerated to an extent that it is becoming overgrow with no 
open areas of clear water.  
 
As stated by the Wild Life Trust and highlight in the Great Crested Newt Conservation Handbook male 
Newts require areas of open what to display as part of their mating rituals. Newts also require weedy 
areas for refuge. Additionally the pool is also home to dragonfly larvae, who whilst they predate on 
Newt eggs need to be taken into consideration when undertaking maintenance work. Therefore the 
only slit that is removed will be from areas where the pond is to be cleared. This will ensure adequate 
habitat remains on the pool. It is also intended that any silt removed from the pool will be relocated 
further down the drain area. Ensuring this is undertaken in a carful manner, should protect any larvae 
hibernating in the silt. Additionally taller structural reeds will not be removed as these will provide 
and environment for the larvae to climb prior to turning into a Dragonfly. 
 
The following to pictures Figure 2 and 3 show general areas shaded in blue that would be proposed 
for clearing.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2 – View from South looking North 
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Figure 3 West looking South East 
 
All proposed areas are located in one half of the pond only and the pictures are intended as a guide. 
If appropriate an additional small area of silt may be transferred from the pool side of the weir so to 
increase water depth.   
 
Management of overgrowth on South side of the East Bank. – Following the clearance, part of the East 
bank was replanted and is now split between three principal types of vegetation as can be seen in the 
following photograph Figure 4. 

 
The undergrowth is made up of bushes, nettles and water plants that were transplanted from 
elsewhere on the site. The plants on the water’s edge grow in prolific quantities across the entire site. 

Figure 4 
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The East bank by default faces West and therefore the only part of the pool that receives sunlight. The 
bank has now become so over grown that there are no open areas for cold blooded animals to be 
exposed to sunlight.  It would therefore be proposed that the nettles be cut back to prevent them 
from becoming established. The taller bushes would be left untouched and the reeds / tall plants along 
the East Bank edge be removed. This would provide low water weeds, an open bank and taller plants 
to provide protection from predators for animals absorbing heat from the sun.  This more open area 
would be more visually attractive, provide a more diverse environment for wildlife and not reduce the 
overall amount of cover.  
 
 
Management of the overflow drain from the weir to the river Ise including the creation of an access 
route.   As stated in the sites description the overflowing water runs along a concrete spillway before 
entering the river. Over the years this entire area has become overgrown with access blocked by a 
number of fallen trees. From what access can be gained there are a number of small pools and areas 
of exposed concrete.  

 
Figure 5 shows the 
area running alongside 
the drain. It would be 
proposed that a small 
person width access 
path down the river. 
This route would 
provide access to 
recycle and replant 
material from 
elsewhere on the site 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5 
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The drain itself has naturally formed small pools along its length. The ground level lower than any 
surrounding properties therefore any restrictions in water flow or potential for flooding is not an issue. 
 
It would be proposed that the pools along the path be left untouched figures 6 and 7 are examples.  

However from the limited site access there are other areas along the drain with apparent limited cover 
due to exposed concrete and uncontrolled overgrowth as shown in figure 8 

It would be envisaged these areas could be enhanced from removal of the taller prolific overgrowth 
and the transplanting of some of the slit and smaller plants that are removed from the main pool. 

Figure 7 Figure 7 

Figure 8 
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This would encourage further diversity through the creation of additional weedy pools and 
meanders  
 
Summary 
 
Whilst the process has been fraught in getting to the stage it is, universally the wild life nature pool is 
considered an asset to the community. Therefore as a Parish Council we wish to protect and enhance 
the area for the good of the community and wildlife there in.  
 
The proposals contained within this document are simply proposals and no further work will be 
undertaken until approval for the proposed work has been obtained from the Wildlife Trust. 
 
On behalf of Geddington Newton and Little Oakley Parish Council 
 
Philip Berry 
 
Councillor  


